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This issue is a collection of artwork created by the teens during the
spring semester of 2017. Each teen worked hard on their projects,
as well as creating font, text and layout for their individual spread.
This makes every page colorful and unique in its own special way.
As the reader you all will get to experience some insight into each
artist's creative world.
For myself, this has been such an amazing experience. I was truly
inspired by the talent of the teens in the program. Watching the
ways in which they have grown as both artists and young adults
throughout the past few months has been encouraging to my
personal journey as an artist. I hope you all feel the same after
engaging in this zine.
Enjoy!!!
2017 PLAY Guest Editor - Immanuel Moore

Tattoo And Grafitti
Culture

Natalia is a Youth Artist that uses tattoo art as her inspiration for her paintings.

Natalia Reyes
Age 17
Untfinished work
acrylic on canvas

Natalia Reyes
Age 17
Believe in Music
Acrylic on canvas

What is Street Art?
Depending on who you ask, street art is often defined in a variety
of ways. Some may consider it be urban beautification, politically
rebellious or unsanctioned vandalism. No matter what you
understand, it to be, on the very basic level street art is the
painting or displaying of art work on public or private property
generally without permission.
Street art takes form in many styles and with many mediums.
Graffiti with the use of spray paint is the most commonly known
form of street art. Street art also takes form in wheat pasting,
stickers, stencil, mosaics, video projection, street installation,
wood blocking, and yarn bombing.
Joseph and John’s work are examples of contemporary street art
that take form in a collection small doodles that you would see
painted in nonconventional public spaces.

Artwork by Joseph Colón

john

Artwork by John Santiago

Painting by tatyana Ortiz

What is Anime?
By Stephanie Valentin
Anime and Youth culture have been friends for a very long time. Since the late
70s when Astro Boy and Speed Racer came to American television. Japanese
pop culture through its compelling and fantastical animation has been a major
part of media for teens. Our Youth Artist program artists are a few Mangaka
(Manga Artists) in the making. Most of the students in the Taller find inspiration
from Anime that they have implemented the style into their art.

What is Anime? Often Anime is perceived as "children’s cartoons" in the United
States, but it is so much more?! Anime is specifically a media culture and
phenomenon born in Japan. Japanese animation and Manga had evolved
drastically ever since the 1920s when animation and comics were branching
out. But it didn't get its full recognition in western culture until the 1980s to as of
now. It has become more present in movies, shows, comics, in your local
libraries, and other visual or consumer medium.

Manga and anime have had a significant influence on American culture and the
media that we produce and vice versa. In more recent years, America is
becoming more Japanese in media, engrossing heavily on Manga and Anime
since such a wider and broader audience. Meanwhile, Japan has taken akin into
American media by creating more superhero stories. Now mostly all around the
world had accepted the Japanese media into modern day society than when it
was an obscure medium years ago.

Capes or Flannel?
The evolution of Superheroes in plainclothes
Superheroes have been a major symbol for nations and the underdog. Always powerful, always
born with an inner struggle. From Achilles and his heel to Superman and Kryptonite, Superheroes
have always been influential figures yet faced with the vulnerability of mortality. Our Youth Artists
this semester explored some of those themes in their superhero images. Our participants looked at
superheroes that are currently trending street fashion, that is, they are people that have
extraordinary abilities, but look quite ordinary.

Put away the capes and the tights; superheroes wear t-shirts and Jeans now. Why are some
superheroes today in everyday clothes?

In the Marvel universe, there has been a massive shift in the appearance of characters. With the
advent of online streaming and media at our fingertips, stories about superheroes abound. Jessica
Jones on Netflix, for example, is a show that meets the qualities of a high crime drama and the
magic of a superhero character together set on the streets of New York City, saving the day without
the costumes. Jessica Jones and Luke Cage in some ways borrow from the history of Magical
realism, a type of genre in Latin American art and literature that combines aspects of realities, yet
assumes that supernatural elements are possible or part of the spiritual universe that manifests
itself into our reality.

The change of costuming for superheroes has not been sudden. Marvel has gradually designed
several characters like this. Unlike D.C. where superheroes need a wardrobe change in a phone
booth, one of our favorite characters from the X-Men Jubilee is another example of plainclothes
superhero. Perhaps "too cool for school” Jubilee takes on the stereotypes of superheroes and
changes them by being a young Asian American, obsessed with Malls and yellow jackets in
exchange for the armor of the X-Men.

Our Youth Artists focused on a series celebrating such superheroes. Kevin Negron’s Superhero is
posed in street clothes yet contains no super powers but makes graffiti art in a post apocalyptic
world.
Angel Mendez has also taken on this phenomenon but in relationship to Anime characters of
Pokemon. The main character Ash is a young man who desires to be a great Pokemon master. He
does not take on a costume change like that of our other Anime characters like Sailor Moon or
wears a Robo suit like Gundam Wing. He is a kid in plain clothes with a cap and a sharp blue jacket
battling with Pokemon with his trusty friend Pikachu.

Superheroes in plain clothes give the audience a sense that perhaps everyday people can also be
“superheroes.” Superheroes in our media teach us the virtues of kindness, justice, love, and
empathy.

Angel Mendez
shares his love
of Pokemon.
Pokemon is my favorite
television show on TV. I love
Pikachu and Bulbasaur the
most. Bulbasaur is a great
Pokemon because he shoots
fire out of his mouth. Even
though Pikachu looks cute,
when he battles he is very
dangerous and powerful. I love
Pikachu the most because he
is Ash’s best friend and the
star of the show. I have been
watching Pokemon since I was
a little kid. I like Pokemon
when the animals battle. I have
not played the games but I
love the tv show, I find it most
exciting. I collect a lot of the
Pokemon cards at home and
play with my friends. I have an
album of the first cards, and
they are very valuable. I
watched Pokemon for so long;
I don’t remember when I first
saw them.

The

Freedom

Principle

Experiments in Art and Music (1965- Now)
Review BY James Garro

The Freedom Principle exhibition takes music from
the 60’s like Jazz and other experimental music and
uses them to create amazing works of art. Primarily,
you will be introduced to the African Commune of
Bad Relevant Artists (AfriCOBRA). A group founded
in Chicago, 1968. The five founding members were
Jeff Donaldson, Wadsworth Jarrell, Jae Jarrell,
Barbara Jones-Hogu and Gerald WIlliams.
The AfriCobra was one of the groups back in the 60’s
created after the Black Arts Movement in 1965. This
was mainly influenced by the assassination of
Malcolm X in 1965. The point of the Black Arts
Movement was to inspire black people to believe in
freedom and free their minds from prejudice. Once
this was created after Baraka opened a theater in
Harlem, groups like the AfriCOBRA were formed in
order to inspire people musically and artistically to
create new things out of theater, literature, dance,
and many other ideals. There were many
inspirational stories and pieces shown during the
exhibition. The AfriCOBRA was one of the main
features. The AfriCOBRA was about the coming up of
African Americans and just black people in general.
Having a voice and expressing yourself through art
and music. Showing the people that the times have
changed and that it’s time for the African American
communities to get their due. Seeing all their ideas of
clothing, art, theater, and music have inspired many
today.

The main point of this exhibition was
showing the black community’s ability
to become great regardless of their
past. The creation of AfriCOBRA to
inspire the community to become more
than what people saw. These were
people dedicated to show their talents
and their true purpose which was
equality. Being recognized as artists
equally capable of producing work that
is relevant and valuable. That they have
dreams and aspirations and they have
feelings just like every other person.
They wanted people to see that by the
way they dressed, the music they
played, the art they created, and the
people they’ve inspired. That anything
was possible and that they’ll never give
up making people respect the black
community for all they’ve done.
Becoming a true influential time for the
black community then and now.
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1.Patria Mirabal 2.Minerva Mirabal 3.Maria Teresa Mirabal

Las hermanas Mirabal
Las hermanas Mirabal apodadas "Las Mariposas"
´mujeres importantes de la historia de la
Republica
Dominicana . Estas hermanas activistas
´
´
politicas se opusieron
´ al regimen del dictador
Rafael Leonidas Trujillo para devolver la
´
democracia y libertad al pais, por esta razon
´
sufrieron torturas, fueron abusadas sexualmente
y estuvieron encarceladas varias ocasiones.
Estas hermanas son un simbolo
de patriotismo y
´
valor.
Fueron mandadas a matar por el dictador Trujillo y
sus cuerpos fueron encontrados el 25 de
noviembre de 1960, en el interioir de un jeep en
un barranco.
Las mariposas apesar de ser asesinadas seguiran
volando y dejando su legado a su paso.

- Por Diana Calcano Mencia.
´

Tamara de Lempicka was an
Art Deco painter and fashion icon whose career was
mostly prominent in the mid 20th century. “Art Deco, a
classical, symmetrical, rectilinear style that reached its
high point between 1925-1935, drew its inspiration from
such serious art movements as Cubism, Futurism, and
the in uence of the Bauhaus. In Paris, it was a dominant
art form of the 1920-1930 period. Of all the artists
pursuing the style "Arts Decoratifs," one of the most
memorable was Tamara de Lempicka.”

She became a well-known portrait painter with a
distinctive Art Deco manner. Quintessentially French,
Deco was the part of an exotic, sexy, and glamorous
Paris that epitomized Tamara's living and painting style.

Between the wars (WWI and WWII), she painted portraits
of writers, entertainers, artists, scientists, industrialists,
and many of Eastern Europe's exiled nobility.

YAP artist Zanette Davila has been studying the style of
De Lempicka as part of her series paying homage to
fellow women artists. In her interpretation, we see the
Art Deco style that is a gorgeous combination of
gurative painting mixed with geometric shapes and
sharp contrasts in light and dark.
painting by Zanett Davila

I first saw Lin-Manuel Miranda

when we went on
a field trip with the Taller Puetorriqueño and saw him perform in a play
called “In The Heights.” It was about the Latino people of new York,
you know, Dominicans and Puerto Ricans. It is about life in the streets
and the struggles of life in New York. His performance was incredible.
The resource image I used of Lin-Manuel Miranda was taken from a
photo from when he went to the Grammys. He was nominated for his
recorded rendition of his musical play Hamilton. I drew the image
based on this picture of him at the red carpet event.
I like Miranda because he is Puerto Rican and he is multi-talented. He
is a director, writer, and actor. I think it is amazing that someone can
have so much talent and perform. I just want to be like that too.
The musical “Hamilton” was about the creation of the United Sates,
and the role he had in the formation of our Constitution even though
he was the Caribbean. If I could have a trait of Miranda, it would be his
ability to focus. I think his focus mixed with multi talents would be
something I would want to have. I write my music for a club I am
participating. My mentor liked my first composition. I want to study
music for college, and so I am working on writing my music, and I hope
to be someday as good as Lin-Manuel Miranda.
- Abdiel Jimenez
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Felix Colon Age:18
Light of my Eye
Oil on Canvas
2017

Felix Colon Age:18
Dawg
Oil on Canvas
2017

Felix Colon Age:18
Acid Rap
Oil on Canvas
2017

Angel Mendez Age: 18
Lady in Pink
Oil on Canvas
2017

Angelys Borrero Age:15
Gone with Wind
Oil on Canvas
2016-2017

Angel Mendez Age: 18
Musiq & Family
Oil on Canvas
2017

Angelys Borrero
Still
Pencil
2017

Diana Calcano- Mencia Age: 16
Arco Iris
Water Color
2017
John Santiago Age: 17
In Living Color
Water Color
2017

Diana Calcano- Mencia Age: 16
Arco Iris II
pencil sketch
2017

Abdiel Jiménez Age: 18
Teal Maze
Oil on Canvas
2016-2017

Abdiel Jimenez
Excerpts from Sketch book
ink on paper
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